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What follows are some reasons why businesses involved in selling books may
want to carry my novel “Legacy of Honor-The Patriarch” and readers/customers
will want to purchase the novel:
1. This is a story about character, courage, honor, friendship, sacri ce, and

love. Stories of this nature are meless and serve as a reminder of the
goodness of people.
2. A review by Regina Loveridge summarizes the essence of this Novel: “If

the first book in the trilogy, Legacy of Honor by Larry Freeland is an
accurate indicator, this series should be read by everyone. If I were still
teaching high school, I would recommend this book to my students. The
descriptions of fighting in the trenches and the struggles of the soldiers in
WWI is amazingly accurate and makes one feel as if he/she can understand
what it was like to be there. So much could be learned by anyone reading
this book about a war that did not receive the attention lavished on other
conflicts. I also appreciated the coverage of the lives of the soldiers after the
war. Almost nothing is overlooked with cars, baseball, steel mills, strikes
and the bonus army. This journey into the key events of the early 20th
century through the eyes of Sam's family and friends is very moving and
makes the history come alive to many who may have previously only read
the dry historic accounts of so many pivotal events from our past.”
3. This novel is written as historical fiction and told in first person through
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the experiences of Sam McCormick a doughboy in WWI. The reader will
travel back in me and experience the horri c nature of WWI, the “War to
end all Wars.” Sam will return home with a French bride and a empt to
restart his life and assimilate back into society. He’ll nd it a di cult
process and challenge him in ways he thought he le back on the
ba le elds of France. If you’re not familiar with “The Bonus Army” or the
“Bonus March” on Washington D.C., or the “Li le Steel Strikes” of 1937,
you’ll want to read this novel and become acquainted with some of the
darker history of treatment toward our Veterans.

4. “Legacy of Honor-The Patriarch” is a must-read for readers who enjoy:
• Nonstop action, suspense, thrillers, and war books and movies.
• Understanding the experiences of doughboys/infantrymen during World War
•
•

I and its aftermath for those who survived.
Learning about America’s military history and battles.
Books like “We Were Soldiers Once and Young” by Harold G. Moore,
“Band of Brothers” by Stephen E. Ambrose, and series books by Lee Child
and Jack Carr.
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